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In this paper I will deal with an aspect of the question of how long the Arabic
influence persisted in the system of medieval secular Hebrew poetry, and what is
the literary impact of the Arabic literary tradition on the Hebrew poets of
Christian Spain. The aim here is to determine to what extent the Hebrew poets
of Christian Spain are in contact with a direct living Arabic poetic tradition. In
the minds of the medieval Hebrew literate persons themselves Yehudah ha-Levi
(1075-1141; Tudela) was the last and also the best poet of this Spanish Hebrew
tradition, but a century and a half later Todros Abu 'l-'Afiyah (1247-1306;
Toledo) was still very much in touch with the Arabic poetic tradition.
In this paper I will investigate to what extent this is also true for other poets
of Christian Spain, especially those who lived in more peripheric territories such
as Josef Ibn Zabara of Barcelona who lived in the twelfth century, and Meshul1am de Piera of Gerona (lived until 1258—1260).
I will make some remarks about the connection with the Arabic tradition in
the work of the four mentioned poets, first two classicists in this respect, then
two poets with looser ties with Arabic: 1. Yehudah ha-Le\n; 2. Todros Abu
'l-'Afiyah; 3. Josef ibn Zabara; and 4. Meshullam de Piera, focusing on Josef ibn
Zabarah as far as the last two poets are concerned, and limiting myself to a conclusive note on Meshullam de Piera.
Yehudah ha-Levi trained himself from the very outset in composing poems
in the Arabic tradition. One of the remarkable poems in his youth is the poem
on the departure of a cenain Yishaq [ha-Yatom/ Ibn Ghiyath]' in which he
copied and translated an Arabic poem by Ibn Shuhayd, a poet who lived in Cordoba from 992-1035.2 Ibn Shuhayd made a poem with which he scandalized an
eminent Cordoban woman who visited the mosque to worship God. Yehudah
ha-Levi in his poem, translated the lines by Ibn Shuhayd and added some lines
'
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Ratzaby, Y. 1970, made the discovery of thij translation in his article "Periha memrgemct
be-shir-perud le-rabbi Yehudah ha-Levi" in hiqqont u-Fanhanul 1, 46-50. The addressee of the
poem, a certain Ishaq, can be possibly identified by using Sicnz-Badillos, A- and Targarona, Borras, J. 1988. Dimoitario Jt anUirvjudios (ScfaraL Siilat X-W).
Cordoba: El Almcndro, /. r. Yishaq.
Ibn Shuhayd was the author of a kind of prose treatise with poedc cjuouiions called Ti» FamiSar
Spirili and Iruptrin^ Demons, which he wrote in 1025. Ibn Shuhayd deals in this work with the valley of the spirits which is situated in one of the spheres of the Ptolemaic cosmos, to which he
hinisclf was elevated. The persona Ibn Shuhayd in this story shows his interest for naturally
gifted poets, and detests critics and pedantic scholars. The poet meets the inspiring spirits o f the
great poets of Arabic literature, such as the wine poet Abu Nuwas (768—817). Before Abu N u was' spirit, he recites this poem which had great success with him. The familiar spirit of Abu
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on the departure of Ishaq. This poem reads as follows (the numbers between
brackets refer to the Arabic original):'
(1) "A woman looking out from under the veil of her veils, going was she on
the ways of righmesses fi.e. to perform her religious duties]."*
(2) She advanced with her child seeking a place of rest to separate herself
from worldliness in the manner of those who practice piety and devotion.
(3) She looked like a svelte gazelle sent out fondHng a young, in the height of
mountains.
(5) She grew frightened from concern for her little one, so I called out: "Be
calm, do not be afraid, o companion of young roes!"
(6) Then she nirned away, and, as she made haste [to flee] (2Sam 4:4), pillars
of her spices filled the sides."^
(4) She went sofdy (Isa 8:6) and slowly [calmly] until she u-aversed the den of
young lions.
(6b) TTiey [the pillars of spices] were in the track of the hem of her robe in
the form of a snake, camphire with spikenard (Song 4:13).
Like die treading of the footsteps of Yishaq when he stood there to kiss his
beloved ones on Mount Bether (Song 2:17) [the mountain of the
clefts^ separations?].
After his departure they reairned in order to kiss die place of his feet and to
lick the dust.
And they found like honey its taste and smell, bringing again the spirits to
the corpses.
It is amazing how such an irreverent and scandalous poem can be used as an
introduction to a departure poem by Yehudah ha-Levi. To discover such
adapted translations of Arabic poems into Hebrew seems to me still to be a
rewarding and honourable objective in present-day research. Tracing Arabic
sources and Hebrew-Arabic parallels helps studying the process of poetic adaptation and the artistic disposition and preference of individual poets. The above
poem cannot be interpreted without knowing its source.

'

The transladon from the Hebrew from: Yehudah ha-Levi, Diman. Ed. H. Brody 1904/5664, 11,
Berlin, 235, 1-10. For the Arabic text (between brackets the order of the Dhakhirah), see Ibn
Bassam, Abu '1-Hasan Ali Kjlah al-Dhakhiruhfi mahasin ahlal-jaijrah, ed. Ihsan Abbas 1399/ 1979.
Beyrouth. I: I, 264; Al-Maqqari al-Tilimsani, Ahmad Ibn Muhammad (died 1041/1631). Na/A
al-Tih min Ghusa al-Andalus al-ralih, ed. Ihsan Abbas 1388/1968 Beyrouth, I, 623; Monroe, J. T.
1971. Tht Tnalisc of Familiar Spirits and Dtmons, by Ahu Amir ihn Shuhaid al-j'\shja'i, al-Andalusi (Introduction, tranilution and notis). Los Angeles: UCLA, 67 .
* Ibn Shuhayd (1969), Diwan. Cairo , 94-96; cf Monroe 1971: note 53: "According to Ibn Khaqan
the poet used to sit with his friends at the portal of the Great Mosque of Cordoba next to the
minaret. He adds: 'Behold there was a daughter of one of the notables of Cordoba accompanied
by slave girls who veiled and concealed her. And she sought a place for private converse with her
Lord, desiring a spot where she might beseech pardon for her sins. She was veiled to prevent her
being observed and was alert against that possibility while before her went a child of hers. .So
when her eye fell upon Abu 'Amir she turned away hurriedly and went off in distress, fearing lest
he be inspired by her and divulge her name. So when he saw her he improvised these lines of
poetry wherein he dishonored her and made her notorious'."
^ The f>rii»in:i! Arabic line f('>^ i^ translated inro Hebrew liv lines 5 and 7
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Al-Harizi (1170-1235; originally from Andalusia, but lived in Provence and
travelled to the East), who came himself with a revival in Classicism based upon
Arabic literary models, praises Yehudah ha-Levi because of his classicism.'
Al-Harizi was apparendy not so satisfied with the poets coming from the Christian North of Spain where the ties with Arabic culture were lesser.
In the maqama of the poets of Andalusia the narrator expressed the view, that
Yehudah is the last of the Hebrew poets. "He came with a treasure of poetry
and the booty of its whole treasury. He took all the objects of his longing with
him, went out and shut the door after his departure. All the ones that came after
him to learn the craft of his poetry did not even approach the dust of his carriages, whereas all the poets tried to overhear some of his words or to kiss his
footprints."
This same feeling is fostered in the eighteenth maqama of the time of the Hebrew
poets. The narrator pays a visit to Jerusalem, where he gathers with the chosen of
Israel. There the view that after Yehudah ha-Levi, Hebrew poetry went into
decline is again expressed. Moreover, it is explained why Hebrew poetry failed
to flower in the other Jewish communities outside Spain. The poets are divided
into five categories; Solomon ibn Gabirol belonging to the highest rank. To the
second rank belongs the poetry of Yehudah ha-Levi, Abraham and Moses ibn
Ezra. To the third rank the rest of the Spanish poets, among them Yosef ibn
Zabara.
But was there really a decline of Arabic influence on Hebrew literature? As
far as the dominance of Arabic culture is concerned, Scheindlin expressed it
thus: "Castilian Jewry retained its ties with Arabic and Arabic culture longer.
Toledo had been a major centre of Arabic civilisation prior to its reconquest in
477/1085, and Arabic continued to be spoken there long after it was forgotten
in Aragon. Jews in Castile continued to bear Arabic traditions."
Some centuries afterwards we find even the important Hebrew poet in the
Arabic tradition Todros Abu 'l-'Afiyah (1247-1306), who lived in the time of
Alphonse the Wise (1221-1284) who copied from nearby Classical Arabic examples e.g. deriving from the poet al-Mutanabbi (915-955). A famous line by
al-Mutanabbi which served as an example for Todros Abu 'l-'Afiyah read as
follows:
If there is a laudatory poem, why should it always be preceded by an erotic
introducuon. VVhy should every eloquent poet be a fool of love, composing a poem.
My love however for Abdallah [his Maecenas] is nearer to me, because every
poem of mine ends and starts with his name.'
This is an interesting cri-de-coeur against the tyranny of the literary convention
of the nasib or erotic beginning of a poem, and it is significant that Todros Abu
'l-'Afiyah uses this Mutanabbian theme* on two occasions in his oeuvre.' I think
'
'

Both maqamat mentioned hereafter are included in Schirmann, H. Q.) 1954/1960. Ha-Shirah
ha-Ibril hi-Sfarad u-ht-Prtnitnct. Tel Aviv, Jerusalem: Bialik, II a, 103-115 and 131-151.
Al-Mutanabbi, Divan, ed. Dieterici 1861. Berlin, poem n°. 184, 1-2.
'^
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that it is useful to k n o w that T o d r o s twice imitated an Arabic example. T h e two
excerpts read as follows (no. 49: 8 - 1 2 ; and no. 25: l-5):i"

they d o the maqama, although he stresses that not enough research is d o n e o n
the possible symbiosis of the Christian with the Arabic-speaking world at the
end of the 1 2 * century.
In this respect I want to dwell shortly u p o n s o m e Arabic features in the 'hook
of Delight {Sefer Sha'shu'im) of Ibn Zabara, the p o e t w h o has b e e n considered of
third range by al-Harizi. J o s e f I b n Zabara's b o o k has a frame-story in w h i c h t h e
writer's persona himself plays a role.'^ A m a n called E n a n invites J o s e f to g o o n
a journey. S o m e stories are told within the frame of it. D u r i n g t h e journey there
are many different discussions, for instance, o n food and eating, b u t also o n
behaviour and law, and the stories are told when the occasion justifies it. A t the
end of the journey, Josef and Enan, w h o appears to be a devil, airive in E n a n ' s
town, and in the final passage of the b o o k the author's persona expresses a p r o found disgust with the townspeople because of their materialism, their lack of
interest for literature and their lack o f wisdom, and wants to leave the town. H e
then directs himself towards Sheshet I b n Benveniste as a g e n e r o u s p a t r o n , the
Friend of Generosity—as he calls him according to the Arabic poetic c u s t o m —
in the typical m a n n e r of the Arabic qasida where often after an atrocious overnight journey, the p o e t calls for the help of his generous p a t r o n . J o s e f ibn Z a bara describes him as follows:
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Truly it is not beaurifiil to praise the lord with a poem that has words of love
in the beginning
And the poets who preceded, stammered in their judgement {Sank 111b) and
they have done abominable works, there is nobody who did good. (Ps
14:1)
It was them, who first menrioned love, whose praise was provided with all
the flowers of the language and riches of words
The power of what they wanted to say they destroyed therewith, because
they came weary at the laudatory passage
TTierefore: When I write a poem, my tongue starts and ends with praise

And:
Truly let the sayers of proverbs not make precede every praise with words of
lunatics,
Only because they want to make their poem somewhat longer and they could
not fmd enough laudatory motifs.
With love and other things they destroy therefore many of their poems.
Now I have found the ruler Yishaq, great in wondrous deeds, numerous in
benefits.
Therefore, when I make a poem for his glory, I begin and end with his
praise.
T h e imitation by T o d r o s Abu 'l-'Afiyah is a larger elaboration of a motif found
in the poetry by al-Mutanabbi.
But T o d r o s A b u 'l-'Afiyah was perhaps one of the exceptions, due to the
fact that he was educated in T o l e d o . For generally a change had taken place in
the H e b r e w poetic style in Spain because of the abrupt end o f Judeo-Arabic
literamre in Spain after the persecutions of the Almohad rulers. Catalonia had
never been deeply Arabised and seemed to be less under the influence of Arabic
culture, and T a b n u d i c and Kabbalistic writings became more in vogue.
Scheindlin" noticed that H e b r e w literature fell silent for the space of about a
generation; then, at the time of its rebirth in Christian territory, H e b r e w literary
prose appeared, "in the form of narratives in rhymed prose with short poems
inserted, a pattern derived from the Arabic maqama"
Scheindlin stresses that m o s t o f the H e b r e w fictions in rhymed prose arc
different in ways that seem to link them to the nascent Romance literatures. In
this connection he mentions The Book of Delight by J o s e p h b. Zabara of Barcelona, "a lengthy continuous narrative that displays features linking it to both
cultures." In his view the narratives o f this period recall the romance more than

'

Brann, R. 1991 dedicates an ample analysis to one of these poems, see his T/x Compunclioui I'orl.
Cultural Amhiguitf and Hebrew Poetry in Muslim Spain. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univcrsiiv
Press, 154-156.
'" Quoted from Todros Abu "l-'Afiya, Can ham-Meshatim ur-ia-Hidot, Dimin, ed. D. Yellin, Jcru.salrni
1932 a).
" Scheindlin, R, P. 1994. "The Jews in Muslim Spain." In TJie l-t^acy of Muslim Spain. lul. S. Kli
Jayjiisi. Leiden: Brill. 198 ff
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He is a man of wisdom and discernment, a master of kindness and faith, great
in works and good deeds. To sing all his praises, to enumerate all his qualities,
was wearisome. He is a prince and a noble in Israel, dealing with the holy nation in faith and governing the people of God. He is esteemed as is the merit
of his soul—the great prince Rabana Sheshet ibn Benveniste, may his memory
be a blessing and a pride so long as the city's gates turn upon their hinges.
Wisdom calls him "my bosom friend and companion;" Faith "my beloved and
neighbor;" Governance calls him "my redeemer and comrade;" Generosity
"my gende one and delight;" Loving Kindness calls him "my fellow and peer;"
and Righteousness "my intimate and associate."
T h e many p r o n o u n c e m e n t s , in this last part of the b o o k , against slander which
is called the greatest sin, make us suppose that just like the Arabic p o e t
al-Mutanabbi and so many other poets before him, he suffered from t h e slander
at the court of his patron and wanted to accuse his rivals. S o m e o f this is also to
be found in the dedicatory poem of the book to the patron by I b n Zabara, although in the p o e m m o s t allusions are apparendy to E n a n . T h e p o e m can be
considered somewhat simple as far as the rhyme o n the first p e r s o n singular
perfect on -ti is concerned.
My portion from Time—since die day I left him— is my sleep because every
night I dream of him.

'2 See for this author Hadas, M. 1932. The Book of Delight by Joseph hen Meir Zabara. With an introducrion by M. Sherwood. New York; Bcrger, Y. 1928, "Le-toledot meqorotav wc-hashpa'ato aj
Sefer Sha'ashu'im le r' Yosef ben Me'ir Ibn Zabara." Ha-Zofeb le-Hokhmat Yisra'el 12 , 227-241.
Dishon, Y. 1985. Sefer Sha'ashu'im te-Yosef Ibn Zabara. Jcrus^em. The texts translated from the
Hebrew are from: Davidson, I. 1914. A Book of Aledieeal Lore by Joseph Ben Meir Ibn Zabara. New
YoA-.idtm 1925. Berlin.
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And my destiny is that I remember him above my cup, truly I have mixed my
wine with the waters of my tears.
To cleanse my check from the blood which I have shed on my face, I
washed it away with the waters of my tears.
Were there not the heat of the fire of my heart which I kindled, I had it almost drowned in the river of my weeping.
My indignation is against Time because of a foolish person whose request I
granted taking me for a visit to him so that I cried to Time:
"I wonder how I coidd bear this burden upon my shoulders as if I felt the
weight of both Mount Thabor and Mount Nophel together."
When my name would sound like his name, I would detest it and when it
would have a body, I would burn it.
I would change his surname to insult him. Even when his name were very
sweet, I would change it into bitter.
When he would touch my clothes, I would take diem off and wash them
with soda and soap.
Were it not that I had to keep the honour of my soul, and were it not that I
had to revere my precious sense,
1 would have slain him with the spirit of my mouth without a sword, even I
would have slaughtered him as an oxen or a ram.
In spite of the poor rhyme of the poem and the cheap metre (corresponding
with Arab ha\af), it contains well-known Arab motifs such as the appearance of
the phantom of the beloved in the poet's dream, the mixing of the wine with the
waters of his tears, the red and white tears, the contrast between the fire in the
heart kindled by the poet's sorrow and the river of his weeping caused by the
same sorrow, and finally the poet's indignation against Time.
But not only in the acceptance poem, also in the poems inserted in the
frame story of his Book of Delight Ibn Zabara refers to Arab motifs.
If we omit from consideration the acceptance qasidah directed to the Mnecenas, the twenty fragmentary poems contained in this work, probably written
by him— except for one or two— , do contain some Arabic themes, but are, for
the most part, satirical. Some Arabic motifs are: the "cups splendid as stars rising in the hands of the boon companions which have their sunset in their
mouths" (no. 5), and the love motifs in the fragment from Yehudah ha-Levi
"The face of the beloved splendid as the sun, and the hair dark as the night;"
other motifs are "the beloved as a gazelle so mentioned because of its eyes, and
the eyes which are red because of the blood of the heans they spilled" as well as
"the eyes of the beloved are sharp knives" (nos. 15-17). His satirical poetry
(nos. 9, 11-14; 18; 19-22) can be very Arabic as well, although one cannot
prove it. The bulk of the poetry is strophic—not a very classical feature.'^ Thus
our conclusion can be that, the passage by al-Harizi maintaining that Ibn Zabara
is a poet of third range, has to be confirmed in the sense that ibn Zabara w;is
not a real Classicist poet closely following the Arabic model.'^

'•* Ibn Zabara's didacdc poem on The Soutdoci not count as real poetry, according to Arabic standards,
l-" r r Srhirmann 1954/1960- 14S
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If we look at other Arabic features, then we fmd Arabic sciences: some mental
states and diseases are expressly mentioned by their Arabic names (sometimes
written phonetically) in the book, as are many medical and moral sentences, put
in the mouth of Greek philosophers but found mainly in Arabic sources (also
Andalusian such as the Kitah Alif Ba'y^ and moral anecdotes of Arab origin
from a variety of sources discovered by Ratzabi in the last decennia," not to
speak of the Arabic or Oriental background of most of the fifteen stories that
are told in the Book. Especially interesting was the discovery some years ago by
Marzolph" of the Arabic origin of Ibn Zabara's last story about slander which
sows discord between a man and his wife, and which leads to the dead of both.'*
In fact, Ibn Zabara combines poetry and prose, story telling, proverbs and
wisdom literature. His ideal was perhaps not to make a great poetic oeuvre, but
to make a work within the tradition of Arabic adab, the literary etiquette of the
court. He is also part of the courtiy surroundings, where he apparendy had to
suffer from the same inconveniences from which poets such as al-Mutanabbi or
Ibn Zaydun were suffering at Arab courts: incapable rivals, the whims of a patron, and illiteracy among the courtiers.
Ibn Zabara is proof perhaps that not following all the aspects of the Classical style of Arabic poetry does not necessarily mean that he was not influenced
to a great extent by Arab culture.
For Meshullam de Piera, who also was not such a classical poet in the Arabic
style, it is perhaps too early to judge."
Among the fifty poems written by Meshullam we do not find poems built to
a great extent on traditional Arabic motifs.^" This poet has some laudatory poems, a few elegies and about ten polemic poems. Very much outside the Arabic
tradition are his poems against the Hebrew version of Maimonides' Guide, the
More ha-Nebukhim. Various kinds of Kabbalistic and theological subjects are
treated which give the poems a totally different character. Ross Brann called the
voice of his poetic persona far more complex than the genre-determined voices
of Andalusia, e.g. in his enigmatic epistolary ode to Nahmanides, the cxegete,
kabbalist, and communal authority. De Piera's "lyrical prelude" (the convenis Sheikh al-Balawi (1132-1207 Malaga). KJtah Alif Ba'. I, 396-400; see Hadas, M. 1936-37. "Joseph ibn Zabara and Diogenes ljitiaa%." Jeuish Quarterly Rimw21, 151-154.
"• Ratzaby, Y. 1970, "Meqorot la-pitgamim be-Scfer Sha'ashu'im." Sefer Hayyim Shirmann. Qovel^
Mehqarim. Ed. A. Abramson. & A. Mirsky. Jerusalem 371-392; and idem 1976. "Pitgamim araviyy\mht-SeferSha'ashu'im.". Biqqontu-Parshanut 9-10, 176—196.
' ' Marzolph, U. 1992. Arabia RJdent. Die humorislische Kjerjpn^a derfriihen Adab-Literalur im intemationalen Tradilionsgejlechl. Frankfurt am Main, I, 209.
18 Cf Don Juan Manuel, El Conde Ueanot. Ed. M. Blecua. 1971 (2). Madrid, 206-212.
" Cf Scheindlin locril.; Brann 1991: 141 ff; and the works mentioned by Saenz-Badillos, A. 1998.
"The poetry of Spanish Kabbalists." In Jem'sh Studies in a Nem Europe. Ed. U. Ha.\cn. Copenhagen, 672 ff; Schippers, A. 1993, "La vie culturelle dans la marche d'Espagne ct son role dans le
developpement de la litteramre hebralque medievalc en Provence. Le cas du pocte Meshullam de
Piera (d. aprcs 1260)." In Bonnerot, O. H. Histoire, Littirature el Poelique des Marches. Strasbourg:
Socicte Fran^aise de Litterature Generale et Comparee, 145-158 and Schirmann, H. 1997. Toldot
ha-Shira ha-ibnt bi-Sfarad ha-noi^rit U'wi'drom Zaffat. ]cr\si^crtt, 293—321.
^ Brody, H. 1938. "Shire Meshullam ben Shelomoh da Piera." Studies of the Research Institute for
Hrhrrw Poe/n A. 12-117.
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rional introduction in the H e b r e w neoclassical qasida II: 1-38) revolves around a
highly conventional theme, Le. the poet's love for his (female) beloved. But the
personages o f this lyric, as in many of de Piera's poems, show a world foreign to
Andalusian tradition. In the mentioned lyrical prelude the poet even celebrates
old age and he dismisses the love and attachments that abound in youth. These
kinds of themes are totally contrary to those we were accustomed to in Arabic
poetry: complaints about old age and the departure of youth such as in the poetry of I b n Khafajah. However, it should be borne in mind that in Classical
Arabic literature as well, it is always possible to reflect on traditional themes.
O n e only has to think of al-Mutanabbi and al-Ma'arri (d. 1058). O n e should
r e m e m b e r that o n e o f the first poets in H e b r e w Andalusian literature, Dunash
ibn Labrat, already reflected o n the Arabic theme of the invitation to wine
drinking, which he twisted a r o u n d by saying that, with the present simation of
M o u n t Z i o n in mind, he was n o t in the m o o d to drink wine.
A remarkable p o e m by Meshullam de Piera is his last, in which he celebrated
the conquest of Palestine by the Mongols (1258-60), understanding it as a presage of the near Messianic liberation of the land of Israel.^'
Be that as it may, m o d e r n scholarship generally agrees with the fact thai
Meshullam de Piera's poetry a b a n d o n s the poetics of the old classical Andalusian categories, and is looking for a new path for literamre, although Scheindlin
considers Meshullam da Piera as o n e of the poets w h o continued to write Arabic-style secular poetry. In fact the tides of his p o e m s are still in Arabic.
We have different opinions o n this question from Ross Brann, NonTi;in
Roth, Angel Saenz-Badillos, Raymond Scheindlin, and Ezra Fleischer. Perhaps
we have to wait until more statistics b e c o m e available, or until we suddenly discover Arabic poems which could have been a model for some of his poems,
although a living Arab tradition upheld by A r a b poets failed at that time in those
surroundings.
Hebrew
1. Text by Ibn Shuhayd

& Arabic

2. Text by Yehudah

ha-Levi

(see note 3)

Dnu7''n '3T12 nD^ni
• m : n p i D VianV
o m n D-nD3 '3X ninn la'K
tjnoy n'VT "linn "JK OXV
D'lny nDK73 n'nn''n ixVoi
D'TDs T1VD3 mny 'D n y
DnD3 D3? a m : v>m n i m
• ' n r a nn-Vy vDnx pu'iV
Dnnyn •\nb'^^ vVn oipn
.Dnis'? niDi»]n zziw
3. Text by

o n n o n n o l y a nopc^n
n m w Tin'7 n:^ nb'nan
nniVw nVxs nVifnii
nV nxnpxi nw Vy m n m
iTsna 'ri'i nVn"? nn:Di
n i n y n nox'? ns'^m
nV'yn -b-w ninpy Vy ]r\^
iiDy^ p n r 'Dys p n n s
pu^j"? lyoi •nnx i2tt>i
i n n i invu iran^ iKxni

al-Mutanabbi
Ajill ^111.. •JLi ^
J u U - ^ ' ^ i J ' '-h^ *-!

0^1^!

'<lLk jjj'ji <lll A c Or''

4. Text by Todros Abu '!- 'Afiyah
n'jnna D'^ay iniT Tif 3
nV'by iD'ynni in'ni:'ni
rhm T3 |"x-'7D3 DnVnn
r\bT\rb D'oy ixi2'i

V'jn'? 3in mxj v.b .nnx
nV''7D ips i m p D'iB'1
n'WKiD opipn D'nsit on lU'X
IVD' 12 Drriyn ptm
•••ivob .TIT ' n w y ^ 13 Vyi

J . T&a by Todros Abu 7- 'Afiyah
D'^f-inn 'n3T VVna-Vs !27X-i3
D'VVno 2T ifijx iKxn N'JI
D'VsD on'TDT a i n nxt'?
•'VyD 3T D'VVyDn Vini
.D'Vii'm V'nnn ':x vV'rnna

D'Vt:?n 'XU713 l a i p xV .nnx
TixnV DTU' ixsn 'D n^V
Dnnx n n a n a i ptf nai
vnxs!3 pnx' T 3 j n ,nnyi
nin"? Tw ' n w y 3 ID Vyi

texts

(see n o t e 3)

6, Text by Josef ibn

Zabara
,vn3ty Dvn ,iQtn Tiin

^lj,^lj<ijl^lUUj
^LLJuVlj J i / ' . l l J ^ > l

fcI....

II ^ .^< i i j i . - . I ^ 'i

\^\jDi

V t jjk Li : w t j j L l j

H. Schirmann mentioned this for the first time in his article published in Hasans 23, 1940, num
bcr 6205.

vnDon ' v m 'nn T ' Vnx
v n x n i TV 'DD ,'3D-'''7y
vnoni uyD3 'snn Vn:^
v n x i p - i y inixn 'jx'^n
vriVp© '?Di3-ini n n n oyi
v n m » Hi: iV-n'rr iVxi
vnDon -iD-Vx Dxi pinn xim
vnD33 nnnDi nn:3i
v n n n 'Vsw i p ' '?nnDi
.vnnau U7'n3i i w 3 '?3X

,Vm3T •'D1D-''7y '3 ,'D131

vn3DU' Din 'n"? nnnV
VDHD: ' 3 V i i p ' on 'ViVi

vnyoB^ '?-'D3'7 ]ai-Vy ' o a n
vn'730 'D3w-'''7y T x nnnxi
vn'jyi intt'S 'DI:' xnpj '3i
vno'jnn iV tis'? vi33i
vnoc'D 'ii'i3"7n3 yi: iVi
VmOW •'»DJ 1133 '3 ••'jiVi
v n n n 3 i n 'V3 ' s n n 3
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